
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a business solution architect. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for business solution architect

Participate in projects in the role as a Solution Architect to develop external
collaboration platforms and services that meet business requirements
Lead ideation sessions, conduct interviews and surveys as a Business Analyst
to solicit requirements and use cases from business users
Incorporate Agile experience in navigating the SDLC
Conduct pilots of new technology capabilities to meet the backlog of
requirements, with an eye toward external partner interaction
Manage operations for the key technology platforms in the product line
Collect / Prepare Metrics data (baseline list, schedule, deployment tracking)
and report on project progress and other project specific information
Lead senior management through the development of a business architecture
plan for the line of business
Position will support the Finance function globally for Company by interacting
with the business to understand and collect requirements and translate those
into applications and functionality to support their needs
This position will support applications such as Hyperion, OracleGetPaid,
Vendavo, eRam, Payment Factory, OneSource and Commerce Clearing House
and others
Lead, on behalf of the Quality Spectrum™ organization, solutions
development and presentation for ongoing business expansion

Example of Business Solution Architect Job
Description
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Strong verbal, written and interpersonal communications skills in both official
languages (English and French bilingual)
Thorough understanding of transaction processing technologies and data
warehousing / business intelligence technologies
Strong communication, data synthesis, presentation, leadership, and comfort
interfacing with various technical and business executives is required
Ability to work effectively in an unstructured environment and excel at
managing complex cross-organizations projects where success is predicated
on influencing team members without having direct authority over them
Experience working with analytics products would be a plus
7-10 years of extensive experience with all phases of Data Warehouse
development including prototyping, data modeling, analysis, design,
development, testing and development and production implementation


